Artglass

Picture Framing

Find out more!
Artglass WW™ – virtually invisible glass with a smooth surface that allows for details to emerge unaltered. It can be cut and glazed from either side.

Artglass WW UV 90™ – with 90% UV protection and light transmission of over 98%, provides a perfect balance between protection and clarity.

Artglass WW Laminated 99™ – this anti-reflective laminated glass provides the ultimate protection for framing larger artworks, also ensuring conservation grade – 100% UV protection.

Up to 2250 x 3210mm big sheets are available, while most popular are the cut-sizes, e.g., 1000 x 1600mm, 1200 x 1600mm and 1219 x 2050mm. Sheets in standard inch sizes are also available, e.g., 24” x 36”, 32” x 40” and others.

Standard Artglass™ thickness is 2mm. For framing large pieces, a 3mm thick Artglass™ is offered. For those in need for shatter-resistance, a 2+2mm and 3+3mm laminated version is available.
NEW CONSERVATION GRADE GLASS

NEW!
HIGHER STANDARD
OF CONSERVATION
GLASS IS BORN

PRODUCT DETAILS | ARTGLASS UV 99™ | PRESERVATION CLEAR UV 99™
---|---|---
99% UV PROTECTION | ✔️ | ✔️
HELPS TO PREVENT FROM FADING | ✔️ | ✔️
LESS THAN 1% LIGHT REFLECTION | ✔️ | ☐
NO "ORANGE PEEL" SURFACE DISTORTION | ✔️ | ✔️
CRISP IMAGE RESOLUTION | ✔️ | ✔️
NEUTRAL COLOR FROM ALL ANGLES | ✔️ | ✔️
MEETS ISO 18902 STANDARD | ✔️ | ✔️
20% LIGHTER THAN SIMILAR PRODUCTS | ✔️ | ✔️

Artglass UV 99™ is the highest performance anti-reflective glass with 99% UV protection. The "invisible" glass ensures neutral reflection color and helps to prevent the treasured keepsake from fading. Artglass™ ranks the highest in the market of anti-reflective glass and now its successor Artglass UV 99™ combines superb clarity with the best possible UV protection, highly valued among industry professionals and museums.

Preservation Clear UV 99™ provides UV protection by blocking out 99% of harmful rays thus helping to prevent the treasured keepsake from fading as well as yellowing of photographs, or paper becoming brittle. Preservation Clear UV 99™ uses an absorptive UV coating, which protects the artwork from all angles of harmful rays.